Faculty Resource Guide: “OF WOMAN BORN”
Curated by Robbin Zella, director of the Housatonic Museum of Art
Guide written by Sarah Churchill and Robbin Zella

Figure 1: Paul Georges (American, 1923–2002) Eve (Standing Nude), 1978, 83 x 49”, oil on canvas
Gift of Dr. Arthur Ashman; 2004.11.01
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Objectives
What follows is designed to assist faculty from across the curriculum in incorporating critical
thinking into their classroom, using art and primary resource readings as prompts for fostering
metacognition and meaningful exchange.
The assignments are intended to stimulate higher order thinking operations through an
introduction to art historical methodology. Writing, drawing and discussion prompts invite
students to analyze works of art, reflect on those observations, make connections and draft
original evidence-based assessments.

How to Use This Guide
Of Woman Born, curated by Robbin Zella, director of the Housatonic Museum of Art features
a range of works from the museum’s permanent collection and “explores the ways in which
male dominance has manifested itself in familial, social, legal, political, religious and economic
systems.”1 As the feminist poet Adrienne Rich explains, “There is nothing revolutionary
whatsoever about the control of women’s bodies by men. The woman’s body is the terrain on
which patriarchy is erected.”2 In looking back through the canon of art history, Of Woman
Born historicizes global conceptions of women as mothers and caregivers, troublemakers and
temptresses, opening up lines of inquiry into the ways in which culture and institutions have
historically and invisibly shaped women’s lives.
In the lesson plans and resources that follow, we hope you’ll find many tools and approaches
for engaging students. You don’t need any prior experience with art to lead any of the
following exercises, though practice does make perfect! To that end, we’ll begin with a stepby-step guide to learning to look at art more closely.
For more information about the exhibition, please visit www.HousatonicMuseum.org.

1

Robbin Zella, Of Woman Born, exhibition catalog, April 30–June 30, 2022, Housatonic Museum of Art at
Housatonic Community College, Bridgeport, CT, USA, 1.
2 Adrienne Rich, Of Woman Born: Motherhood as Experience and Institution (W.W. Norton & Co., 1976).
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How to Look at Art
Formal Analysis: Making Thinking Visible
Why is art so compelling? Formal analysis, a detailed examination of the elements that constitute a work
of art, gives us the language to describe and understand our experiences with art more fully. In essence,
formal analysis helps to make our own thinking more visible.
In formal analysis, we temporarily put aside questions of subject matter and historical context to focus
solely on what the work looks like. The discussion focuses on detailed descriptions of the visual properties
and an analysis of their effects upon the viewer. A series of broken, jagged lines, for example, can
communicate aggression. Conversely, a smooth, meandering line can signal playfulness.
The process of carefully looking and then reflecting reveals what the brain does automatically when you
experience a work of art. First you observe, then you react. Formal analysis slows this process. It asks the
viewer to carefully consider the choices an artist has made and the effects of these decisions upon the
viewer.
Although the subjective response is part of a formal analysis, aesthetic judgement is not the goal. Rather,
formal analysis deconstructs our thinking. With slow, careful observation, we begin to unpack a work of
art by understanding the series of choices the artist has made. Formal analysis helps us to understand
both artistic intentions and our own thinking more deeply.

Resources
Sylvan Barnet, A Short Guide to Writing About Art ,11th edition, (Pearson, 2014).
Jesse Day, Line Color Form: The Language of Art and Design (New York: Allworth Press, 2013).
Beth Harris and Stephen Zucker, “How to Do Visual (Formal) Analysis in Art History,” SmartHistory,
www.KhanAcademy.org, https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ap-art-history/start-hereapah/intro-art-history-apah/v/visual-analysis
Lumen Learning, “Module 1: Elements and Principles of Design, ”Art Appreciation,
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/masteryart1/chapter/why-it-matters-2/ (OER/Creative Commons
License)
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Tips for Guiding Formal Analysis
1. Begin by considering the piece as a whole. Note your sensations and subjective reactions but put them
aside. You’ll come back to them later.
2. Create a brief “snapshot” that describes, in a sentence or two, what it is you’re looking at.
3. What do you see? Look at the work in greater detail. Consider the qualities of color, line, form, etc.
and use describing words. You may also assign different categories to groups of students to save time.
(One group might consider color, another composition, etc.) Prompt students by asking questions like:
What colors are used? Are they warm or cool? Are they harmonious or do they clash?
What shapes or forms do you see? Are they amorphous, rectangular, figurative etc.?
What materials are used? (Paint, marble, stone, metal, fabric. etc.)
Are there words, numbers or letters?
Are there any recognizable figures or is the work abstract?
Notice line if it exists. Describe it in detail: fluid, curving, sharp, wide, dashed, etc.
Is the work three-dimensional or flat?
Is the space deep or shallow? Explain your answer.
Describe the light. Where does it fall? Are parts of the image obscured by darkness?
4. Encourage students to support evaluative statements with visual evidence. Ask: what do you see that
makes you say that?
5. Then consider the function of the elements students have observed, referring back to their initial
subjective reaction. A night sky, for example, may feel peaceful or ominous, depending upon specific
choices the artist has made. Ask why different elements of the work operate as they do.
6. Discuss possible meaning only after you’ve carefully considered formal properties and analyzed their
function within the larger work. Revisit your initial reactions. Have they changed? Which of the formal
elements you observed made you feel that way? If your feelings have shifted, why?

Formal Analysis
Put students together into small groups and assign each group a different category from the chart below.
Students should observe, with as much detail as possible, all the characteristics relating to their assigned
categories. Then ask students to consider how these characteristics function within the broader work. Why
do they think the artist chose a certain texture, color, form and so forth? How do each of these choices
contribute to the work as a whole? Bring the class together to share what they discovered. What did
students come to understand about the work that they didn’t before? How has close looking changed the
way they see or interpret this object?
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Figure 2: Isis and Horus, 664–630 BCE, Late Period–Ptolemaic Period, 8.25 x 1.75 x 2.5”, bronze
Gift of Herman Klarsfeld, 1993.24.07

Formal Analysis (Sample)
Isis and Horus, 664–630 BCE, Late Period–Ptolemaic Period, 8.25 x 1.75 x 2.5”, bronze
Subjective Reaction (examples): “The sculpture appears old or weathered. It’s difficult to make out the
details.”
“While I can recognize figures, they are somewhat abstracted, appearing very stiff and severe as in the
Egyptian style.”
“Why is one holding the other in her lap? Is it a mother and child? The gesture reminds me of the
Madonna and Child icons popular in Christian art.”
“One of the figures is larger and more detailed than the other. She appears to be more important
because of her size and regal appearance.”
Snapshot:
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A weathered bronze figurative sculpture depicting two forms. The larger form, apparently female, holds
a smaller figure to her breast. (Note: This is a photograph of the sculpture)

FORM

FUNCTION

Size/Scale: The sculpture itself is very small. The small scale suggests this object may
The female figure is about twice the size of have been transportable. Or perhaps the
the smaller male figure.
scale relates to the preciousness of the
material. Because one figure is larger than
the other, a hierarchy is suggested. The
larger figure is possibly more important
than the smaller. Or else, the smaller figure
is a child and the larger an adult, suggesting
a familial relationship.
Line: line does not figure overmuch in this
Perhaps the line was worn away? The
three-dimensional work.
surface appears weathered.

Color: monochromatic. In the photograph,
sculpture appears slate grey with flecks of
green.

The gray and green patina suggests
oxidation. Was the work intended to be
monochromatic or has the object lost its
original pigments? The lack of pigment
makes it harder to make out details.

Composition: Sculpture is oriented
vertically, appearing tall and thin. We have
only a frontal view, but I imagine that if
turned to the side, the sculpture would
appear sort of h-shaped, as the largest
figure is rigidly seated.

The verticality of the sculpture gives the
figure the impression of strength. Her
presence is commanding and regal.
However, the stiffness of the figures’ poses
feels very formal. The embrace lacks
warmth because they do not share any eye
contact.

There are two figures: the largest holds a
smaller figure in her lap and appears to be
holding or gesturing towards her breast. On
her head we see a large headdress or
crown. The smaller figure is also rigid and
leans back slightly. He also appears to wear
a headdress.

Materials: bronze mounted to a wooden
base (not original)

Bronze is a durable material, which
suggests the importance of this object to
the user. It is also a material that can be
cast from a mold, which implies that there
may be multiples. This may be one of
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Light/tone: three-dimensional figure upon
which we can see the play of light across
the rounded forms. As the surface is dull,
not reflective, we don’t see any strong
highlights. We also don’t see strong
shadows in areas like the headdress, which
makes it difficult to make out detail. There
are stronger shadows on the larger figure,
particularly under the chin, in the eye
sockets and under the right arm. Shadows
are less pronounced on the smaller figure.

several identical statues produced in an
ancient foundry.
Noting the iconography and stylization of
form, the statuette appears to be Egyptian.
The stiffness and formality of the pose
communicates power, suggesting
motherhood to be a powerful force in
Egyptian cultural life. The relationship
between the two figures appears to be
perfunctory or ceremonial as the two
figures do not look at each other or
gesture/touch each other with any
fondness. As the second figure is smaller
and sits in the lap of the larger, it suggests a
mother/child relationship. The gesture
towards the breast reinforces this thesis.
The presence of stronger shadows on the
larger figure suggests that she is modeled
with greater depth than the smaller figure.
It is possible that this figure has
experienced greater wear. It’s also possible
that the larger figure was more important
and was thus attended to in more depth
and detail than the smaller figure. Lack of
shadows, and hence depth, suggests that
weathering may have contributed to
material loss.

Texture/Pattern: the surface is rough and
uneven. It would feel bumpy to the touch,
possibly gritty.

The rough texture suggests the statuette is
weathered and aged considerably. Hence,
some details may be missing or are unclear.

Form (shapes): The two figures are angular
and geometric, but not sharp. The larger
figure has breasts, suggesting she is female.
She has a symmetrical face with almondshaped eyes and her hair looks to be solid,
like a wig or headdress. The smaller figure
similarly appears stiff and angular. It lacks
an identifiable gender and we can’t see its
face. It appears to have long hair or a
headdress. Something rounded is
protruding from its forehead.

Template for chart adapted from Jesse Day, Line Color Form: The Language of Art and Design (New York: Allworth Press, 2013),
77. Download at www.HousatonicMuseum.org.

About the work:
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Isis was the wife and sister of the Egyptian god Osiris and mother to their son, Horus. She also
functioned symbolically as the mother of the pharaoh, a role oriented towards legitimating his
authority as divinely given. Egyptologists have noted that Isis statuettes proliferated in the first
millennium BCE, suggesting the popularity of her worship dramatically increased in the period.
This particular statuette depicts Isis enthroned and nursing her young
son Horus. As is common in Egyptian art, there is little tenderness or
naturalism in this maternal gesture. Rather, the pose is stiff and formal,
a statement of vitality and power. This same pose was later adopted in
Christian Mariology, where it’s known as the “Madonna lactans.” During
the Renaissance, the physical connection between the Madonna and
child gradually became more warm and expressive. In the modern
period, impressionist works like Mary Cassat’s
Louise Nursing Her Child (1898) captured and
celebrated the intimate bond of mother and
child.
In ancient Egypt women were primarily wives, mothers, and mistresses of
the house, which is how they’re most frequently depicted in art and
material culture. However, their legal status was essentially equal to
that of men and they enjoyed greater autonomy than their peers in
contemporary ancient cultures. Nonetheless, their role in public and
private life was largely subordinate. Except in rare instances, they were
excluded from government and administrative positions.

Compare/Contrast Exercise: Looking at
Above Left: Master of the Saint Ursula Legend (Netherlandish, active late 15th century), Virgin and Child, 1475–99, 22 1/8 x 13/ ½,
oil on wood Gift of J.P. Morgan, 1917, 17.190.16
Above Right: Mary Cassat (American, 1844–1926) Louise Nursing Her Child (1898), 72 x 53 cm, pastel on tan wove paper, Rau pour
le Tiers Monde Foundation, Zürich, Switzerland

Motherhood
PROMPT: Consider how the depiction of motherhood has changed throughout art history. How
do we see images of motherhood today? Ask students to investigate contemporary
representations of mothers and babies. What has changed? Consider also depictions of
fathers and their babies. How frequently do we see these images versus images and mothers?
How do they differ? What does this tell us about cultural expectations surrounding
contemporary parenting?
Place students into groups or pairs and ask them to use formal analysis to compare and
contrast different images of motherhood throughout time. What characteristics are shared? In
what ways might they differ? Students here should go beyond merely identifying superficial
similarities and differences. Rather, a comparison should yield a thesis (or several). What do
the similarities or differences amount to? In the case of the comparison below, might we
suggest that both Egyptians and Christians each valued the lifegiving role of the mother? Or,
could we say that early Christian iconography borrowed from ancient Egyptian traditions?
What other hypotheses does the visual evidence suggest?

9

Left: Madonna and Child, n.d. 18.5 x 14.5,” oil on leather, gift of Herman Klarsfeld, 1973. 23.14
Right: Isis and Horus, 664–630 BCE, Late Period–Ptolemaic Period, 8.25 x 1.75 x 2.5”, bronze, gift of Herman Klarsfeld,
1993.24.07
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Antonio Canova (Italian, 1757-1822)
The Three Graces, 19th century
Written by Robbin Zella
The nudes of ancient Greece and Rome came to influence later Western art, and to define
what was considered beautiful. The values and ideals of the Greco-Roman culture were
characterized by perfection in form: unity, harmony and symmetry. Art historian Kenneth Clark
considered ”idealization to be the hallmark of true nudes, as opposed to more descriptive and
less artful figures that he considered merely naked. His emphasis on idealization points to an
essential issue: seductive and appealing as nudes in art may be, they are meant to stir the
mind as well as the passions.”3
The Three Graces, seen here, is a reproduction of one of the most famous Neoclassical
masterpieces by the renowned Italian sculptor, Antonio Canova. Inspired by the sculptures of
Ancient Greece and Rome, he revived their aesthetic ideals of symmetry, proportion and
balance of form. This work depicts the daughters of Zeus, from left to right, Euphrosyne,
Aglaea and Thalia, who represent radiance, joy, and youth and beauty, respectively.
These goddesses of nature formed the original mythology of the early Greeks and, over time,
evolved into The Three Graces. As companions of Aphrodite: Goddess of Love and Beauty,
they confer beauty and enjoyment in all its forms, from physical to intellectual, to artistic and
moral and, as attendants to the Muses, they are associated with the most perfect works of art.

3

Kenneth Clark, The Nude: A Study in Ideal Form (Princeton: Princeton University, 1956) as cited in Jean
Sorabella, “The Nude in Western Art and Its Beginnings in Antiquity.” In Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History. New
York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000–. http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/nuan/hd_nuan.htm
(January 2008).
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Figure 3: Antonio Canova (Italian, 1757-1822) The Three Graces, 19th century, 10 x 4.5 x 3,” Cast alabaster, 2009.23.13, Gift
of Jud and Barrie Ebersman
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Writing Exercise: Women in Ancient Greece and Rome
The reality for flesh and blood women in the ancient world was far more difficult than halcyon
representations like Canova’s might suggest. Consider the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Women couldn’t vote or freely engage in financial transactions.
A Greek woman was only allowed to divorce if her husband committed murder,
necrophilia or another equally heinous crime. Her husband, however, could divorce for
adultery, sorcery, prostitution or for a better financial opportunity.
Lower-class Greek women could be sold by their fathers as concubines.
In Rome only a few women among the citizen class gained rights and the privilege of
going out in public. Fewer still learned to read and write.
In Greece, women could be married as early as 14. The bride’s consent was not
required.

Further Reading
Hemingway, Colette. “Women in Classical Greece.” In Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History. New
York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000–.
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/wmna/hd_wmna.htm (October 2004)
Blundell, Sue. Women in Ancient Greece. London: British Museum Press, 1995.
Pomeroy, Sarah B., et al. Ancient Greece: A Political, Social, and Cultural History. New York:
Oxford University Press, 1999.
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Writing Prompt: Assign students a selection of readings,
such as those noted above. Ask them to research the lives of
women in Ancient Greece. Then, using a work such as The Grave
Stele of Hegeso (c.410–400 BC), ask students to write a brief
historical fiction essay about an ancient woman’s life,
interweaving research gleaned from the assigned readings.
In class, ask students to share what they’ve learned or their
impressions of the assignment. Returning to Canova’s
depiction of The Three Graces, ask students to compare the
Attributed to Kallimachos, Grave Stele of
Hegeso c. 410–400 BCE, pentelic marble,
1.49 x 0.92 m, National Archaeological
Museum Athens

different ways in which women were depicted in ancient
art. What is the distance between the representation of
“real and ideal” women in Ancient Greece? How are they

different? Does this tell us anything about the perception of women’s lives in Ancient Greece?
•

Learn more about the Grave Stele of Hegeso.

•

See also Marble Grave Stele of a Young Woman and Servant, c. 400–390 BCE at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art
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Sante Graziani (American, 1920–2005)
Three Identical Women, Three Identical Children 58/90, n.d.
Written by Robbin Zella
A woman’s place is in the home, a well-worn phrase that can be traced back to the Greek
playwright Aeschylus in 467 BCE, was popularized in 19 th-century books, church sermons and
magazines, like Godey’s Lady’s Book and Ladies’ Companion, that espoused the Victorian
ideals of the “The Cult of Domesticity.” The “angel in the house” was the embodiment of Purity,
Piety, Submissiveness and Domesticity, a set of beliefs that essentially confined a woman to
the private sphere of home and hearth.
The “true woman,” as she was also called, was charged with the care of the home, overseeing
the formal and religious education of the children, and above all, provided a haven for her
harried husband from the rough and tumble world. Upper and middle-class women were not
permitted to work outside the home, according to historian Barbara Welter, as they were seen
as too delicate of mind and body to withstand the demands of the public sphere.4
The high-status female, barred from the labor market, also communicated to Victorian society
that her husband was successful and wealthy, thus able to keep her. Of course, these
privileges did not extend to the working class, poor, or women of color who, without a private
income or a man, were not only employed outside the home but were seen by Victorian
society as immoral, unworthy and contemptible.
Although the Cult of Domesticity restricted women’s options for work, for education, and
participation in the arenas of politics, business, and public service, it nevertheless provided
women with the leisure time to network, organize and advocate for reform from within the
home. Wealthy, well-educated and well-connected women like Catherine Beecher, who spearheaded the first protest led by women against the Indian Removal Act, and her sister, Harriet
Beecher Stowe, a world-renowned author who used her notoriety and influence to advocate
on behalf of the anti-slavery movement are such examples.
In the late 18th and early 19th centuries, the writers and philosophers Mary Wollstonecraft,
Frances Wright, and Harriet Martineau were criticized by clergy and the press for advocating

4

Barbara Welter, “The Cult of True Womanhood: 1820-1860.” American Quarterly (1966), 151-74.
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for women’s rights and calling for social equality which was seen as undermining the feminine
virtues of passivity and submission promoted by the Cult of Domesticity. After voting rights
were expanded to include almost all white males between 1812 to 1850, many women took
encouragement believing that they, too, might win the right to vote. In 1848, Elizabeth Cady
Stanton and Lucretia Mott organized the Seneca Falls Convention, held in New York, which
was the first women’s rights movement focusing on women's suffrage, political activism, and
legal independence. Modelled on the Declaration of Independence, Stanton read from her
own document, the Declaration of Sentiments and Grievances:
We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men and women are created equal; that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights…
On that July day, Stanton’s call to action sparked the beginning of the fight for equal rights
for women in America.

16

Figure 4: Sante Graziani (American, 1920-2005) Three Identical Women, Three Identical Children, 58/90, 46 x 51”
Lithograph on cream paper, 1994.05.01, gift of Mr. and Mrs. Burt Chernow
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Discussion Exercise: Exploring Repetition
Discuss and analyze the purpose of
repetition in Graziani’s Three
Identical Women, Three Identical
Children. What do you think
Graziani is suggesting here? In
groups, ask students to consider a
trope in popular media they see with
frequency. Particularly, consider one
that appears in multiple formats,
such as literature and film. What
Michael Stone (American, b.1945) Mothers and Sons, 4/25, 2008,
12 x 16,” Hahnemuhle Photo Rag, 308 gsm Epson 7800 printer,
2017.15.37, Gift of The Museum Project

does this trope represent? How might
repetition be influencing how they feel
about the group or subgroup

represented? Does the trope have a positive or negative impact on how we might understand
another’s lived experience? Using evidence, explain your answer.
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Aidan Boyle (American, b. 1993)
Be the Ideal, 2016
Written by Robbin Zella
Here, we see an average looking mother and daughter, smiling for the camera against a
billboard backdrop featuring a young, hypersexualized, ultra-thin model completely nude but
for the shoes and a strategically placed handbag. Advertising images, like this one, have coopted the conventions of pornography, a practice
that is referred to by several different labels including pornographication, porno chic and
pornification. The commodification of the female body performs a normative role culturally
and socially as women are sold the aesthetics of porno chic, integrating style elements into the
everyday presentation of themselves. Fashion designers, like Tom Ford, claim that these
images are empowering, however, they may simply be the latest iteration of the
objectification of women.
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Figure 4: Aidan Boyle (American, b. 1993) Be the Ideal, 2016, 214.5 x 10.5,” Cyanotype, On loan courtesy of the artist
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Assignment/Discussion Exercise: The Gendered Gaze
Looking to fine art, advertising photography and cinema, works like John Berger’s Ways of
Seeing (1972) and Laura Mulvey’s “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema” (1975) were
instrumental in unpacking the ways our world was visibly ordered by sexual imbalance.
According to Mulvey,
pleasure in looking has been split between active/male and passive/female. The
determining male gaze projects its phantasy on to the female figure which is styled
accordingly. In their traditional exhibitionist role women are simultaneously looked at
and displayed, with their appearance coded for strong visual and erotic impart.5
Thanks to such pioneering analyses, feminist art of the late twentieth and twenty-first centuries
has successfully challenged and even reclaimed the monopoly on looking from men. Works like
Barbara Kruger’s Untitled (Your gaze hits the side of my face) (1981) attempted to resist
objectification by calling attention to the gaze itself. Be the Ideal (2016) by Aidan Boyle,
similarly interrupts the sexualized gaze by challenging the viewer with an intense maternal
gaze of its own.

Further Reading
John Berger, Chapter 2 in Ways of Seeing (BBC and Penguin Books, 1972).
BBC,”Episode 2,” Ways of Seeing (Documentary Film starring John Berger), 1972,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4T0ou_Ab4Fs
Dr. Thomas Folland, "Barbara Kruger, Untitled (Your gaze hits the side of my face)," in
Smarthistory, June 27, 2020, accessed August 6, 2021, https://smarthistory.org/barbarakruger-untitled-your-gaze-hits-side-face/.
Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure in Narrative Cinema,” Screen, Vol. 16:3 (Autumn 1975).
Radicalesbians, The Woman-Identified Woman (New York: Gay Flames Pamphlet, 1970/72),
pub. In Cultural Resistance Reader, 248–54.
Riot Grrl, “Riot Grrl is…” in Cultural Resistance Reader, Stephen Duncombe, ed. (London,
Brooklyn: Verso, 2002), 178–80.

5

Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” Screen, Vol. 16:3 (Autumn 1975).
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Discussion Prompt: Using contemporary media, such
as film, television, music videos or social media, ask students
to consider examples in which they perceive women to have
reclaimed the so-called gaze for themselves. Then discuss
how/why they chose what they chose. How do these
examples differ from examples structured by a masculine
point of view?
In class, provide students with magazines, scissors and glue
sticks and ask them to create their own collage which
disrupts the media message about gender or sexuality.
Aidan Boyle (American, 1993), Achieve Perfection Through Dissection, 2016
214.5 x 10.5,” Cyanotype, On loan courtesy of the artist
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Suzanne Benton (American, b.1936)
Antoinette Brown Blackwell (from the Votes for Women series), 1996
Written by Robbin Zella
The women’s movement included a decades long fight for the right to vote that began in the mid-19th
century. The Seneca Falls convention in July of 1848, brought together two hundred women and forty
men, including feminists Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Lucretia Mott, to fight for the right to vote. The
delegates believed women to be full citizens and not restricted to their roles as wives or mothers. The
claustrophobia of the cult of domesticity gave way to activism when intrepid, outspoken women
campaigned to reform societal ills as diverse as prostitution, alcohol and, most significantly, slavery.
Feminist artist Suzanne Benton, of Ridgefield, dedicated herself to researching and documenting
influential suffragettes in her print series Votes for Women. The top print is of Antoinette Brown Blackwell
who graduated Oberlin College in Ohio in 1847 and was the first ordained female Protestant minister in
the United States. Blackwell joined the women’s rights movement giving her first speech at the 1850
National Women’s Rights Convention. Also active in the abolitionist and temperance movements she wrote
for Frederick Douglass’ newspaper, The North Star. In 1873, Blackwell founded the Association for the
Advancement of Women and, in 1920 at age 95, she witnessed the passage of the Nineteenth
Amendment to the Constitution giving women the right to vote.

23

Figure 4: Suzanne Benton (American, 1936) Antoinette Brown Blackwell (from the Votes for Women series), 1996
36 x 28,” Monoprint with Chine Colle on Cream paper, 2006.09.01, Housatonic Museum of Art Purchase
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Assignment/Discussion: Gender and Representation
In 1989, the Guerrilla Girls, a collective of anonymous feminist artists and activists, were
commissioned to design a billboard for the Public Art Fund in New York. The result was a
series of New York City bus advertisements which revealed the elision of female artists from
the canon and their overrepresentation as nude objects. In 1989, the Guerrilla Girls reported
that less than 5% of the artists in the Met’s modern art wing were women, while 85% of the
nudes were female. A little over two decades later, the statistics weren’t any better: less than
4% were women and 76% of the nudes were female. It begs the question: where are all the
great women artists?
This query was first posed by the art historian Linda Nochlin, whose seminal essay, “Why Have
There Been No Great Women Artists?” (1971) is the first important work of feminist art
historical methodology. Nochlin’s innovative approach suggested that art historians needed to
do more than search for critically neglected or forgotten women artists. Rather, art historians
should question the social and institutional structures that inform artistic production and the
criteria by which so-called “great” artists are evaluated.
According to Rozsika Parker and Griselda Pollock the disappearance of women from the art
historical canon is a fairly recent phenomena, following the founding of the Museum of Modern
Art in New York and the mythic rise of “heroic male modernists,” like Jackson Pollock and
Willem de Kooning, in American art. “The discursive formation of art history,” Pollock writes,
“was not just passively forgetful. Art History structurally and actively excluded women from
being considered able to participate in the realm of art, and from being considered an artist.
That was part of its project; thus gendering was its ideological effect.”6

Further Reading
Luce Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, Gillian C. Gill trans. (New York: Columbia University
Press, [1987] 1993).
Tiernan Morgan and Lauren Purje, “An Illustrated Guide to Linda Nochlin’s ‘Why Have There
Been No Great Women Artists,” HyperAllergic (May 23, 2017),
https://hyperallergic.com/377975/an-illustrated-guide-to-linda-nochlins-why-have-therebeen-no-great-women-artists/.

6

Rozsika Parker and Griselda Pollock, Old Mistresses: Women, Art and Ideology (London: I.B.Tauris,
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Discussion Prompt: “At present,” argues Luce Irigaray,
“we are still not born women. We have not attained our full
subjectivity, or found our syntax in the Symbolic; we
struggle to achieve the creation of objects of mediation
between ourselves.”7 Here Irigary argues that women have
Suzanne Benton (American,
1936), Florence Hope Luscomb
(from the Votes for Women
series), 1991, 36 x 28,” Monprint
with Chine Colle on Cream Paper,
2005.02.01, gift of Viven Leone

been historically bound up in representations
‘inappropriate” to them, leaving women without means or
language for authentic expression of their feminist
heritage. Considering this argument, Suzanne Benton’s

7

Luce Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, Gillian C. Gill trans. (New York: Columbia University Press, [1987] 1993),
66.
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Votes for Women series may be seen as the reclamation of a visual heritage that
conventional media forms have historically denied.
Ask students to consider any cultural canon relative to your discipline (music, art history,
literature, etc.) Evaluate the representation of women, artists of color, etc.) and consider
who is represented and who is left out. Why might that be?
Then ask students to reflect and write about who their heroes are. Do they see
representations of people who are important to them in the art, literature and media they
consume? If not, who would they include if given the chance? Students may also opt to
create a piece of art that highlights someone important to their personal history.
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